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ABSTRACT
Bezel-based gestures expand the interaction space of touch-
screen devices (e.g., smartphones and smartwatches). Existing
works have mainly focused on bezel-initiated swipe (BIS)
on square screens. To investigate the usability of BIS on
round smartwatches, we design six different circular bezel
layouts, by dividing the bezel into 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, and 32
segments. We evaluate the user performance of BIS on these
layouts in an eyes-free situation. The results show that the
performance of BIS is highly orientation dependent, and varies
significantly among users. Using the Support-Vector-Machine
(SVM) model significantly increases the accuracy on 6-, 8-, 12-
, and 16-segment layouts. We then compare the performance
of personal and general SVM models, and find that personal
models significantly improve the accuracy for 8-, 12-, 16-
, and 24-segment layouts. Lastly, we discuss the potential
smartwatch applications enabled by the BIS.
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INTRODUCTION
Wrist-worn devices are becoming increasingly popular in both
research and commercial deployment. Smartwatch is com-
monly used for quick information access and handling simple
daily tasks, such as viewing messages, making a phone call,
controlling a music player. However, in many situations, in-
teracting with such devices is inaccurate and often requires
extra sequential operations due to its small form factor and
limited input space. Voice input is an alternative input method,
but it may suffer from inaccuracy in noisy environments and
might be socially inappropriate when used in quiet situations.
Therefore, input methods using other modalities need to be
explored. Researchers have proposed various approaches to
increase the input vocabulary of smartwatches, such as adding
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extra hardware or sensors [8, 17, 33] and enhancing interac-
tion with built-in sensors (e.g., continuous pressure touch [37],
target selection with wrist tilting [10]).

The limited interaction space of a smartwatch can also be
enhanced by bezel-initiated gestures. The bezel refers to the
physical touch insensitive frame surrounding the touch screen
of a device. There are a variety of bezel-initiated gestures, such
as, swiping from the bezel inwards [21, 22], pressing on bezel
[37], bezel-to-bezel swipe [16], and sequential tapping started
from bezel [32]. In this paper, we focus on bezel-initiated
swipe (BIS) used in [21], instead of bezel tapping, since the
detection of bezel tapping may require extra sensors installed
on the watch. A BIS begins with a finger swiping from the
bezel inwards to the touch screen and ends by lifting up the
finger from the touch screen.

BIS is a fast, subtle, and natural action, and has a few unique
benefits. First, BIS does not require any extra hardware or sen-
sor, and is available in every smartwatch. Second, it can be per-
formed without mode switching and co-exist with other touch
gestures, e.g., for menu control and item selection. Third, BIS
can be executed without looking at the smartwatch surface (re-
ferred as “eyes-free”) due to the tactile feedback at the edges
of the watch. Thus, BIS-based smartwatch interaction can be
unobtrusive and is useful in various social scenarios, such as
in a meeting or when talking with friends. Eyes-free gestures
on smartwatch can also act as inputs to facilitate navigation
with smart glasses and virtual reality [12, 14, 31].

While existing works on bezel-initiated gestures have largely
focused on square mobile devices, we are more interested in
exploring the use of BIS on round smartwatches in an eyes-free
condition. On a square watch, its four edges and corners act as
always-available tactile guides for users to locate their touch
locations without looking at the watch. On a round watch,
with users’ natural spatial awareness of touch locations, users
can still distinguish the rough locations, like top, bottom, left,
and right, in an eyes-free condition. However, due to the lack
of tactile guides available on square watches, it becomes more
challenging for identifying precise touch locations, making
eyes-free bezel-initiated gestures possibly more difficult.

We conducted a user study to investigate the user performance
of eyes-free BIS on a round smartwatch with six different
division layouts (6-, 8-, 12-, 16-, 24-, and 32-segments) of
its circular bezel region. Our results reveal that the number
of bezel segments significantly affects the performance of se-
lecting correct bezel segments with BIS, for example, with
the accuracy of 6- and 8-segment layouts being 93.31% and
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81.80%, respectively. From the collected data, we further
investigate the potential of improving the BIS accuracy with
supervised machine learning. It is found that support vector
machines (SVMs) achieve the best improvement compared
with k-nearest neighbors, logistic regression, and random for-
est. The SVM has significant improvement on the accuracy
of 6-, 8-, 12-, and 16-segment layouts. Finding varying per-
formance among users, we conducted another six-day study
to derive and evaluate the performance of a personal SVM
model compared with a general SVM model. The personal
model further yields significant improvement on 8-, 12-, 16-,
24-, and 32-segment layouts.

Our contributions are threefold:

• The first work studying the performance of eyes-free BIS
on round smartwatches;

• Machine-learning-based analysis and prediction models for
eyes-free BIS on round smartwatches;

• Discussions on potential smartwatch applications enabled
by SVM-enhanced BIS.

RELATED WORKS
In this section, we present existing literature in expanding
the interaction space for smartwatch, marking menu, eyes-
free smartwatch interaction, and bezel-initiated interaction for
smartwatch.

Expanding Smartwatch Input Space
Researchers have proposed various input techniques to ex-
pand the input space on smartwatches. These approaches
can be classified into two categories: using extra hardware
and using the built-in sensors in watches. Skin Buttons [20]
and SkinWatch [27] allow on-skin input around smartwatch
with infrared proximity and distance sensors. WristWhirl [8]
enables wrist whirling input with proximity sensors. Wris-
tOrigami [41] manipulates multiple touch panels around the
watch. On the other hand, approaches using only built-in sen-
sors expand the input space by software analysis on IMU data
[37] , temporal tapping [26] and detecting finger orientation
[35]. Similarly, BIS also does not require extra hardware. In
addition, it is a familiar gesture to users, since it has already
been used in daily mobile scenarios (e.g., for manipulating the
smartphone notification bar).

Marking Menu
A marking menu allows users to perform a menu selection
by making a straight mark in the direction of a target menu
item on a radial or pie menu [18]. It is believed that the
directions along the horizontal and vertical axes and the di-
rections between them (e.g., compass directions), are easy to
remember and distinguish [19]. Due to the limited interaction
space on mobile devices, unistroke gestures in marking menu
are difficult to perform. Multi-stroke marking menu [39] re-
quires less space by using a series of simple straight marks for
sub-selection. Machine learning enhanced BIS might support
multi-stroke marking menu with more items in each level and
thus improve its performance.

Eyes-free Smartwatch Interaction
Researchers have also started investigating eyes-free smart-
watch interaction to reduce the attention load of users. Cheung
et al. [6] suggest eyes-free input with a deformable wristband.
Pasquero et al. [28] present a haptic wristwatch to facilitate
eyes-free smartwatch interaction. The work of [8] suggests
using wrist whirling as input on smartphones or smart glasses.
Wong et al. [36] develop FingerT9, and show that users can
efficiently perform eyes-free thumb-to-finger tapping for text
entry on smartwatches. Meanwhile, smartwatch can facilitate
user input in virtual reality environments (eyes-free usage),
including 3D pointing for navigation[14], hand gestures for
quick operations[31], and joystick-like control [12]. Blasko
et al. [4] put tactile landmarks on the bezel of a round smart-
watch and allow users to move the fingertip along the bezel to
decrease the dependence of the GUI on visual display. This
suggests that smartwatch as an always-carried device is po-
tential and useful to support eyes-free bezel-based inputs in
different scenarios.

Bezel-initiated gestures on mobile devices
Various touch gestures utilizing the device bezels have been
proposed on smartphones [5, 13, 21], tablets [15, 32], and
smartwatches [16, 11]. All these approaches suggest to use
BIS on rectangular devices for target selection, quick com-
mand activation, and providing additional functions, like text
editing. Among them, a few works have focused on smart-
watches. For example, PageFlip [11] utilizes a continuous
bezel swipe action from corners for quick text editing. B2B
Swipe [16] leverages the tactile feedback obtained by touch-
ing a smartwatch to allow double-crossing touch gestures on
bezels. These works show that BIS is useful to expand the
input vocabulary and is potential to be used in an eyes-free
condition. Although Ahn et al. [1] and Ashbrook [3] have
investigated the interaction of sliding along bezels of square
smartwatches and bezels of small round touch screens, BIS on
round smartwatches is largely unexplored, and is the focus of
this paper.

BEZEL-INITIATED GESTURES ON ROUND SMART-
WATCHES
Existing studies [16, 11] of BIS on smartwatches have been fo-
cused on square smartwatches, and B2B-Swipe [16] supports
eyes-free usage. Round smartwatches currently available in
the market1 also support bezel swipe, but the omnidirectional
edge and lack of screen corners make it more challenging and
error-prone to perform BIS than square smartwatches, espe-
cially in an eyes-free situation. In this paper, we study the user
performance of selecting target bezel segments with eyes-free
BIS on round smartwatches with different segment numbers
and sizes. We define the bezel region on a smartwatch as one
eighth of the diameter of its touch screen (50 pixels width in
our implementation), the typically untouched display pixels
[29]. We divide the bezel region into different numbers of
segments to study the effect of different segment sizes. More
specifically, we choose commonly used layouts and their sub-
divisions, i.e., 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, and 32 segments, resulting in
six layouts (Figure 1).
1https://www.samsung.com/global/galaxy/galaxy-watch-active2/



Figure 1. Layouts with 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, and 32 segments.

Figure 2. Study setup: each participant was performing a BIS on a
round smartwatch in an eyes-free condition.

We determine the orientation of each layout as follows. For
the 6-segment layout, we choose the orientation adopted in
commercial smartwatches (e.g., Samsung Galaxy Watch 2).
For 8- and 12-segment layouts, the orientations are the same
as the eight compass directions and twelve directions of the
analog clock, respectively. We also want to investigate the
effect of small segment size on the performance and subdivide
the layouts into smaller segments. For 16- and 24-segment
layouts, we simply divide each segment from the 8- and the
12-segment layouts into halves, respectively. The 32-segment
layout is a subdivision of the 16-segment layout, resulting in
each segment with its size as small as 3.4mm, which is similar
to the small target size in many mobile applications [30].

USER STUDY 1: USER PERFORMANCE OF EYES-FREE
BIS IN DIFFERENCE LAYOUTS
The goal of this study is to investigate the user performance of
eyes-free BIS on the six layouts mentioned above.

Participants
We recruited 12 right-handed participants (4 female; aged
between 20 and 35), wearing their watches on their left wrists.
Five participants were everyday watch users, and two of them
used smartwatches in their daily lives.

Figure 3. (a) Relative offset; (b) Angle from center; (c) Angle between
start and end points.

Apparatus
The smartwatch used in the study was a 1.4-inch Ticwatch 2
2 having a touch screen with resolution of 400 x 400 pixels.
During the study, each participant sat in a chair and placed
their hands comfortably and horizontally on a table (Figure 2).
A monitor was placed in front of the participant to display the
tasks. All participants wore the smartwatch on their left wrists
and did the tasks with their right index fingers. A cardboard
was placed above the participants’ hands to ensure that the
participants could not see the smartwatch screen.

Task and Procedure
The task required each participant to perform a BIS from the
highlighted bezel segment toward the center, i.e., to select the
highlighted segment to start a BIS gesture. The participants
were instructed to perform the BIS task as naturally and as
accurately as possible. Upon the end of a trial, the next trial
started automatically. No feedback was given to the partici-
pants during the trials, except the next trial appeared on the
monitor to indicate the end of each trial. This avoided slowing
down the swipe of BIS due to visual or auditory feedback and
influencing the accuracy of the next BIS due to the result of
the current BIS. In order to capture their actions as natural as
possible, the participants were told that their actions would be
always correctly detected by the system.

There were six sessions which tested the six layouts. The
order of the six sessions tested was counter-balanced among
the participants and the bezel-segment targets appeared in a
random order within each session. Prior to the study, each
participant was given 1 to 3 minutes to get familiar with BIS
and the system, but without practicing the locations of targets.
After each session, the participants could take a 3-minute break
if needed. The study can be summarized as: 12 participants ×
98 segments (from 6 layouts) × 20 repetitions = 23,520 trials.

During the study, segment selection was made once a BIS was
performed: even if a target segment was not selected correctly,
the next trial would still appear. In a few cases, however, the
participants accidentally touched the bezel and swiped before
they were ready to input. These accidentally-completed trials
covered less than 2% of the total number of trials. For an
accidentally-completed trial, the participants redid the task by
pressing the left arrow key on a physical keyboard under the
monitor.

2Ticwatch 2: https://www.mobvoi.com/hk/types/wearable
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Figure 4. Touch point scatter plots with 95% confidence ellipses in all the tested layouts.

Data Collection
We collected the following data: start and end positions of
BIS, and time stamps of the start and end of BIS. With these
data, absolute offset, relative offset, and task completion time
were calculated. The start position, denoted as ps, refers
to the finger-down position on the touch screen where the
user starts the BIS, and the end position refers to the finger-
up position where the user leaves the index finger from the
touch screen. Let psc, pwc, and pwt be the target segment
center, smartwatch center position, and smartwatch topmost
position, respectively. The relative offset (∠ps pwc psc in Figure
3a) refers to the angle between ps and psc with pwc as the
origin. A positive value means that the start position is on the
right of the target segment center. The absolute offset is the
absolute value of the relative offset. The task completion time
refers to the time taken to perform a BIS, from finger down to
finger up.

Results
The touch points recorded in this study refer to the finger-
down positions, i.e., the first detected points by the touch
screen. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the touch points
from all the participants with 95% confidence ellipses among
all the layouts. For the 6-segment layout, the ellipses are
separated nicely with only a small overlap between the top
and the top-right segments. For the 8-segment layout, there
are more overlaps at the leftmost and rightmost areas of each
segment except the bottom-left one. For the rest of the layouts,
it is observed that the finger-down locations are noisy with
considerable overlaps among different ellipses. Increasing in
the number of segments, the size of overlapping areas among
segments increases. This suggests that the participants were
able to identify the segment locations for small segment num-

Figure 5. Relative offset per segment of the six layouts.

bers while it became more difficult with more segments since
the segment size became smaller.

We measured the performance of the six layouts with accuracy,
absolute offset, relative offset, and task completion time, as
summarized in Table 1. The accuracy is calculated by the num-
ber of tasks with correct selection divided by the total number
of tasks. When a BIS starts at the position within a target seg-
ment, a selection is considered correct. The accuracy achieves
95.34% for the 6-segment layout and decreases gradually to
25% for the 32-segment layout. In contrast, the absolute offset,
relative offset, and task completion time among the six layouts
do not have large differences. Figure 5 shows the relative off-
set of each segment. It is observed that the participants tended
to have positive offsets on the right side and negative offsets on
the left side of the smartwatch bezel. The participants started



Segment Accuracy Absolute Relative Completion
Number Offset Offset Time

6 93.34% 13.42° 3.74° 238.7ms
(SD = 0.07) (SD = 4.31) (SD = 9.47) (SD = 100.0)

8 81.80% 13.02° 6.03° 248.0ms
(SD = 0.13) (SD = 3.63) (SD = 8.42) (SD = 108.2)

12 59.27% 14.53° 2.04° 295.2ms
(SD = 0.17) (SD = 4.53) (SD = 11.39) (SD = 162.7)

16 43.88% 15.19° 6.11° 262.7ms
(SD = 0.13) (SD = 4.22) (SD = 9.59) (SD = 136.1)

24 32.80% 14.38° 3.12° 299.7ms
(SD = 0.11) (SD = 4.73) (SD = 10.16) (SD = 165.5)

32 25.00% 14.57° 2.86° 276.3ms
(SD = 0.10) (SD = 4.89) (SD = 10.59) (SD = 135.6)

Table 1. Average accuracy, absolute offset, relative offset, completion
time of all the layouts from 12 participants.

BIS with shifting on right especially on the top-right regions
and with shifting on left especially on the left regions. This
behavior could be mainly due to the relative angle between the
smartwatch and the interacting index finger, and the results for
left-handedness and right-handedness may be mirrored and
are subject to further investigation.

The repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that there are signifi-
cant effects among the layouts on accuracy (F(5,66) = 58.354,
p < 0.001, η2 = 0.999), but no significant difference in term
of absolute offset, relative offset, and task completion time.
For accuracy, post-hoc pairwise comparison showed that there
are significant difference (p < 0.001) between pairs of layouts
except the pairs of 6 and 8 segments, 12 and 16 segments, 16
and 24 segments, and 24 and 32 segments. For each layout,
repeated-measures ANOVA showed that there are significant
between-users differences on accuracy, absolute offset, rel-
ative offset, and task completion time (all p < 0.001). This
reflects that users’ behaviors on performing BIS vary even for
the same layouts. Among the segments within each layout,
there are also significant effects on accuracy, absolute offset,
relative offset, and task completion time (all p < 0.001). This
suggests that BIS is orientation dependent: different segments
located in different orientations affect the performance.

All participants were unconfident to locate the targets for 24-,
and 32-segment layouts. 4, 6, and 2 participants preferred 8-,
12-, and 16-segment layouts, respectively. One participant told
us "It is impossible to distinguish among such small targets (in
32-segment layout) correctly. I can only locate their positions
roughly." Another participant commented that "I am confident
and can quickly locate large targets (in 6-, 8-, and 12-segment
layout) without thinking much. I need more time to locate the
small targets in the layouts with many segments (24 and 32
segments) as they require high precision." Two participants
said, "Adding physical landmarks on the bezel may help me
find the targets" and "I may locate the targets better if there
is visual feedback." This reflected that further guidance may
be useful for locating desired segments, though such guidance
might slow down the performance of BIS.

Figure 6. The accuracy among the baseline, and the four classification
methods trained with their best feature sets (shown in the brackets).

IMPROVING BIS ACCURACY WITH SUPERVISED MA-
CHINE LEARNING
From Study 1, we found that BIS was orientation dependent,
and the error rate significantly increased with the increasing
number of segments. Observing that the detection of BIS
from different bezel segments is essentially a classification
problem, next we explore the possibility of improving BIS
detection through machine-learning techniques. Each segment
of a layout is regarded as a class. For example, BIS on a 6-
segment layout is essentially a 6-class classification problem.
We first randomly divided the data collected in Study 1 from
the 12 participants into two sets: 30% for testing and 70% for
training (i.e., to randomly keep 70% of each participant’s data
as training set). The probabilistic models were trained and
validated using the training data to improve the accuracy of
BIS detection. The trained models were then evaluated with
the testing set.

First, we determine the classification methods and the features
to be used. We consider four commonly used classification
methods, including support-vector machine (SVM), k-nearest
neighbors algorithm (KNN), logistic regression, and random
forest. We derive four individual features for a BIS gesture,
including its start (finger-down) position, end (finger-up) po-
sition, angle of start position from center, and angle between
start and end positions.Let pe and pwt be the end position and
smartwatch topmost position, respectively. The angle from
center (∠ps pwc pwt in Figure 3b) is the angle of the start posi-
tion ps with the smartwatch center pwt as the origin. The angle
between the start and end points (∠ps pe pwt in Figure 3c) is the
angle of the start position with the end position as the origin
with respect to the smartwatch topmost direction. We define
five feature sets (feature sets A to E in Figure 6) with differ-
ent combinations of these four individual features. The start
position is probably the most important feature determining
which bezel region is selected, so it is included in every feature
set. The performance of each classification method may vary



Segment Baseline Accuracy SVM Accuracy
Number

6 93.03% (SD = 14.96%) 95.60% (SD = 14.07%)

8 81.94% (SD = 22.72%) 93.75% (SD = 12.60%)

12 57.41% (SD = 32.76%) 67.25% (SD = 39.13%)

16 44.79% (SD = 29.90%) 54.08% (SD = 27.38%)

24 33.51% (SD = 24.54%) 39.70% (SD = 25.62%)

32 24.61% (SD = 23.10%) 28.91% (SD = 22.24%)

Table 2. The average accuracy of the baseline and SVM of the six layouts
with significant difference highlighted in blue.

with different training features used. To obtain the optimal
feature set for each method, we compare the performance of
each feature set on all the four methods. Validating the four
methods with the five feature sets, it is found that feature set
B, D, A, and E gave the best performance for SVM, KNN,
logistic regression, and random forest, respectively.

Figure 6 shows the baseline accuracy and the 10-fold cross
validation accuracy using the training set data on the four
classification methods trained with their optimal feature sets.
The baseline accuracy is calculated with the same way in
Study 1 result analysis. All the four classification methods im-
proved the accuracy over the baseline except for random forest
with the 32-segment layout. Among the six layouts, KNN
achieved the highest accuracy of 94.52% in the 6-segment
layout and SVM achieved the highest accuracy of 90.74%,
67.16%, 52.62%, 37.44%, 28.95% in 8-, 12-, 16-, 24-, 32-
segment layouts, respectively. Thus, we chose SVM with
its optimal feature set B as our classification method for the
subsequent analysis, and applied it as a general classification
model to predict the testing set for each participant in Study
1. Table 2 showed the average baseline accuracy and SVM
accuracy on the testing set. In overall, SVM improved the
BIS-detection accuracy for all the six layouts. Paired T-test
revealed that there is a significant improvement by SVM on
6-segment (t(11) = -4.749, p < 0.001), 8-segment (t(11) =
-3.252, p < 0.01), 12-segment (t(11) = -2.405, p<0.05), and
16-segment (t(11) = -2.246, p<0.05) layouts.

USER STUDY 2: GENERAL MODEL VS PERSONAL
MODEL
In the previous section, we found that using an SVM classifica-
tion model significantly improved the BIS detection accuracy.
On the other hand, the SVM model derived above was a gen-
eral model trained with the data from all the participants in the
Study 1. Since we observed there are significant differences
in performance among users in Study 1, this suggested that a
personal model might make further improvement and could
yield better performance over a general model. Therefore,
we conducted a study to collect more data in order to investi-
gate the performance difference between the general and the
personal SVM-based classification models.

Participants
3 right-handed participants (all male) of aged between 21 and
24 were recruited. All of them did not use smartwatches in
their daily lives. All of them did not participate in Study 1.

Apparatus
We used the same apparatus as in Study 1.

Study Design
The study lasted six days for all the participants, with six
sessions per day, one session for each layout. For each session,
one of the six layouts was tested. The order of layouts was
counter-balanced among the six days. Prior to the study in Day
1, the participants were asked to practice for several minutes
to get familiar with BIS and our system. The participants then
started the study and performed the tasks following the same
procedures in Study 1. They were encouraged to take short
breaks between sessions. The six experimental sessions of a
day lasted on average around 45 minutes. We conducted the
study in six days to prevent the participants becoming fatigued,
thus affecting the data collected. In total, we collected 3
participants × 98 segments (from 6 layouts) × 20 repetitions
× 6 days = 35,280 trials. Each participant performed 11,760
trials.

Results and Discussions
To investigate the performance of a personal classification
model, the data collected from this study was used to train a
personal model for each user. The collected data was divided
into the training and testing sets by the number of days for
training. For example, in the case of two-day training, we used
the data of the first two days as the training set and the data of
the remaining four days as the testing set. We compared the
accuracy of the baseline, general SVM (derived from Study
1), and personal SVM with the same testing sets. Figure 7
showed the average accuracy of the baseline, the general SVM,
and the personal SVM trained with the data using different
numbers of day as training set. For 6-segment layout, the
baseline, general SVM, and personal SVM achieved 94.38%,
96.11%, and 95.10% average accuracies among all training
days, respectively, with variance of 0.0075% under different
training days. For 8-, 12-, 16-, 24-, and 32-segment layouts,
the overall accuracies of the three methods do not have much
differences with one-day training. With the increase in the
training data (i.e., taking more days of user data for training),
the accuracy of personal SVM improved gradually over the
baseline and the general SVM. With two or more days training,
the accuracy of personal SVM became the highest among the
three methods and it kept growing with the increasing number
of training data. For 8-segment layout, the accuracy of the
personal SVM increased significantly (F(2,24) = 6.186, p <
0.01) with two-day training comparing with general SVM
and increased with three- to five-day training data but not
significantly. For 12-, 16-, 24-, and 32-segment layouts, the
accuracy of the personal SVM increased gradually when the
user data for training increased and it kept growing with five-
day training. It is possible that the accuracy of the personal
SVM did not reach their peaks and would keep growing if
trained for more days.

Repeated-measured ANOVA showed significant improvement
in accuracy in 8-segment (F(2,15) = 8.329, p < 0.01), 12-
segment (F(2,15) = 4.013, p < 0.05), 16-segment (F(2,15) =
4.755, p < 0.05), and 24-segment (F(2,15) = 7.310, p < 0.01)
layouts with four-day user data as the training sets. Post-hoc



Figure 7. The comparison in the average accuracy between the baseline, general SVM model, and personal SVM models with data from different
numbers of days as training data.

pairwise comparison showed that the personal SVM yielded
significant increase in accuracy over the baseline and general
SVM (both p < 0.05) for the 8-segment layout, and achieved
93.34%. In the 8-segment layout, the personal SVM made
over 10% accuracy improvement and turned an originally less
accurate layout to a more precise and usable layout. Besides,
personal SVM improved significantly over general SVM in the
16-segment layout (p < 0.05) and improved significantly over
the baseline in the 24-segment layout (p < 0.001). Although
the improved accuracy for the 16-segment and 24-segment
layouts was 70.72% and 55.49%, respectively, which was not
high, the improvement might be useful with the refinement or
other applications combining with other probability models
(e.g., statistical decoder for text entry [9, 38, 43, 23, 40]).

All the participants were unconfident to locate the targets for
24-, and 32-segment layouts throughout the six-day study pe-
riod. On the third day, one participant said, "I felt I could
locate the targets of the 16-segment layout faster and more
accurately after practicing for a few days. But it is still diffi-
cult to precisely locate smaller targets in 24- and 32-segment
layouts."

Although a live study with the derived personal classification
models was not conducted, it is believed that the investigation
on the performance of a personal model through the simulation
is close to such a live study. The average recognition time of
a BIS with SVM is 1.984e-06s (on a PC with Intel Core i5-
3450 3.1GHz CPU, 4GB RAM), which is largely shorter than
the suggested real-time response time of 0.1s [25]. We thus
believe that the recognition time would not affect participants’
behavior of BIS in real-time.

APPLICATIONS
To illustrate the feasibility and potential smartwatch appli-
cations with SVM-enhanced BIS, we suggested three appli-
cations: bezel-initiated text entry, bezel shortcuts, and bezel
menu control. These applications support an eyes-free us-
age, and do not require users to look at the smartwatch touch
screen.

Bezel-initiated Text Entry
Text entry and editing is one of the most common activities
in mobile and wearable devices [36, 42]. To facilitate text

Figure 8. A user performs an eyes-free BIS gesture to select a multi-letter
key in a circular keyboard when experienced in a VR environment.

entry on smartwatches, several techniques [2, 34, 7, 38] have
been proposed to use a circular multi-letter keyboard with a
statistical keyboard decoder. A statistical keyboard decoder
consists of a spatial model, using a probability distribution
to handle noisy multiple-key inputs, and a language model,
determining the probability of word candidates from the dic-
tionary. Even for noisy input on a tiny screen, a language
model is greatly helpful to improve the typing performance.
However, the challenge is to strike a balance between key size
and word disambiguation. It is even more difficult in an eyes-
free condition, in which larger keys are preferable. WrisText
[7] achieved 95.3% of corpus words in top three candidate
with a six-key circular layout. Our Study 2 results showed that
personal SVM model significantly improved the accuracy of 8-
and 12-segment layouts in an eyes-free condition, and might
be used as a spatial model to improve typing performance for
8- and 12-key circular keyboards. Increasing the number of
keys, the number of letters per key is reduced, thus potentially
decreasing the word disambiguation. For example, using a
personal SVM model may make eight-key TouchOne [34]
keyboard feasible for eyes-free typing in a secondary display
(Figure 8). BIS is used for selecting multi-letter keys, and
without mode switching touch gestures, such as, tap, swipe,
and hold can be used for candidate confirmation and selection,
delete, space, and switching to symbols.

Bezel Shortcuts
By associating different functions with different bezel seg-
ments, BIS allows users to control with other devices (e.g.,
smartphones, tablets, laptops) by a single swiping action start-



Figure 9. Perform BIS on different bezel segments to pause a video on a
laptop and to reject a phone call.

Figure 10. A user navigates with a circular menu using BIS to control a
printer when wearing a HoloLens.

ing at different bezel positions of a smartwatch. This is fast,
natural, and unobtrusive. For example, a user can quickly
pause a video on a laptop or reject a phone call when talking to
others with BIS started from different bezel segments (Figure
9). BIS can also make a smartwatch act as a remote controller
of a smart home. The users can set their own shortcuts with
their preferable BIS segments and interact with the household
devices, such as, adjusting home lighting and turning on the
air conditioner.

Bezel Menu Control
BIS provides an alternative input method for menu navigation
in VR or AR environment. The user can interact with a printer
and perform BIS on different segments to control the menu
(Figure 10). BIS facilitates the use of existing VR or AR
headsets and allows navigation in hierarchical menu without
looking at the smartwatches. Besides, BIS can be used in VR
environments for quick mode switching or input beyond the
controller. One may argue that input in VR could be achieved
by head/gaze tracking, but these two techniques may cause
more fatigue than BIS.

DISCUSSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this section, we discuss the insights gained from this work,
the limitations, and the directions for future work.

Continuous Input with BIS
BIS supports discrete input and can potentially support con-
tinuous input. Similar to NotifEye [24] which uses three dif-
ferent swiping speeds and two browsing directions to support
six different discrete inputs for navigation with smart glasses.
Discrete and continuous inputs can be distinguished with short
and long BIS swipe in the time domain and by the swiping

distance. The results in Study 1 showed that there was no
significant difference in swiping time among the six layouts
and among users. However, how swiping length may vary
with different bezel regions and the threshold to distinguish be-
tween long and short BIS swipe still need further investigation.
Apart from the swiping time and length, BIS can be performed
in a curved trajectory instead of a straight swipe. For example,
a BIS gesture toward left can be slightly upward or downward
toward the top or bottom of the smartwatch bezel. This may
further expands the input space with BIS and is potentially
useful for secondary functions or selection control.

Additional Feedback
BIS leverages physical feedback from a smartwatch bezel,
while distinguishing different bezel locations on round smart-
watches becomes more difficult with an increasing number of
segments. In Study 1, two participants suggested that visual or
audio feedback may be helpful to identify which target was se-
lected, especially in layouts with many segments. Additional
feedback, such as audio, vibration, physical landmark may
provide further guidance to help users locate desired segments.
For example, a 12-segment layout can be divided into four
quarter, each consisting of three segments. Three vibration
patterns can then be applied onto each quarter and provide
tactile cues helping users identify among segments. With such
feedback, users can know if touching a wrong segment, make a
correction by locating a desired segment again before swiping
inward to the touch screen for BIS.

User Study
We found that BIS is useful to enable eyes-free interaction in
different mobile scenarios. Our two user studies were con-
ducted in a sitting condition and other scenarios also deserve
careful investigation for further study. For example, we plan
to evaluate the usability of BIS in walking, standing with hand
hanging down, and other mobile scenarios. Besides, large fin-
ger, long nails, wrist orientation, handedness, and input with
thumb may affect the performance of BIS, deserving further
investigation.

Sample Size
The performance of personal SVM model might vary with
users and our work is the first step to understand the perfor-
mance of BIS on round smartwatches. Increasing the sample
size in the user studies, particularly for study 2, would provide
more generalized results. In Study 2, we aimed to compare the
performance between personal SVM and general SVM mod-
els. The general SVM model was derived from Study 1 and
trained with the data from 12 participants. To train personal
SVM models, sufficient data were needed from an individual
user (11,760 trial per participant), and thus we focused on
studying the performance of personal SVM over days with
respect to the increasing amount of training data. In the future,
we plan to study the performance of BIS with larger samples
for more in-depth investigation.

Adaptive Learning
The performance of BIS varies among different users and the
results in Study 2 showed that personal models outperformed



the general model and improved individual’s performance. In
the future work we will investigate the effectiveness of an
adaptive algorithm that can dynamically update the model
from general to personal gradually. Users use a general classi-
fication model at the beginning and they perform BIS gestures.
The BIS data is collected and used as the training data to up-
date the classification model gradually and automatically. In
this work, we did not consider the deep-learning techniques
due to the limited training data, which may cause the issue of
overfitting.

CONCLUSION
We investigated the usability of bezel-initiated swipe (BIS)
on round smartwatches with six circular bezel layouts, evenly
dividing the bezel into 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, and 32 segments. The
performance of eyes-free BIS on round smartwatch was eval-
uated. The within-subject user study showed that BIS has a
significant effect on accuracy among the six layouts, is ori-
entation dependent, and varies among users. By analyzing
machine-learning-based prediction models, we found that the
SVM model has significant improvement in accuracy on 6-, 8-,
12-, and 16-segment layouts. We then conducted another six-
day study to derive and evaluate the performance of personal
SVM models. Compared with the general SVM model, the
personal SVM models further yielded significant improvement
in accuracy on the 8-, 12-, 16- and 24-segment layouts. BIS on
round smartwatches potentially benefit various applications,
ranging from mobile wearable to VR. Enabling BIS on round
smartwatches and in an eyes-free condition serve as an impor-
tant groundwork for future investigation on the interaction of
round smartwatches.
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